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1.0

Study Overview

1.2

1.1

Purpose and Need

The study area includes a 4,000 foot (3/4) mile long section of Main
Street (Route 146) from U.S. Route 1 (West Main Street) to the
Branford Town Green.

The Town of Branford, in association with the South Central Regional
Council of Governments (SCRCOG), is preparing a plan for the Route
146 Scenic Highway Gateway in Branford. This planning study was
initiated by a recent Town-wide Transportation Study that
recommended that Route 146 (Main Street) from U.S. Route 1 (West
Main Street) to the Branford Town Green be improved to reduce traffic
speeds, provide a safer and more comfortable environment, and provide
a more welcoming gateway into Branford.
The study also recommended that the emerging concept of “Complete
Streets” be considered. “Complete Streets” is a relatively new set of
principles where streets are designed to enable safe, attractive and
comfortable access and travel for all users, including pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders. Features used to create Complete
Streets include:

Study Limits
Source: USGS Maps

•

Wide sidewalks with street trees

•

Wide and visible crosswalks

•

Center medians or crossing islands in appropriate midblock
locations

•

Bus pullouts and other improvements to support transit.

•

Curb extensions or sidewalk bulb-outs

•

Curb-cut consolidation or driveway width reduction

•

On street parking and bike lanes

Study Limits

1.3 Goals and Objectives
Goal 1: Reduce unsafe traffic speeds.
Objectives:
•

Utilize “Complete Streets” concept and
strategies.

•

Incorporate traffic calming measures.

Goal 2: Create a safer and more comfortable environment
for pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users.
Objectives:
•

Balance the need for vehicular mobility with the
need to provide safer routes for pedestrians and
bicyclists.

•

Recommend streetscape improvements that are
appropriate to the scale of the street and
character of the surrounding neighborhoods.

Complete Streets calm traffic and can improve motorist attitude and
behavior toward pedestrians and bicyclists by providing visual cues
which cause motorists to instinctively slow down. Drivers also tend to
be more courteous and vigilant on streets that are visually pleasing and
are designed to complement the unique character of the neighborhood.

Main Street – Branford Town Center
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Goal 3: Enhance the living and working environment for the
properties along the corridor, many of which are historically
significant.
Objectives:

Stakeholder Interview
Branford Town Hall

•

Work collaboratively with stakeholders to
understand issues and design sensibilities.

•

Explore Context Sensitive Design techniques
and alternative zoning strategies to better
integrate the highway with adjacent land uses
while protecting and enhancing the aesthetics
and village character of the town center.

•

Provide more on-street parking to support
businesses and to provide traffic calming benefits.

1.4 Summary of Public Involvement Process
An important component of the study process was public outreach to
residents, business owners, and commuters who live and work in the
project area. Towards this end, stakeholder interviews and two public
information meetings and workshops were conducted.
CHA also conducted two group interviews with community
stakeholders to obtain insight on issues that are critical to the growth,
development and conservation of the Town. The stakeholders were
individuals that responded to a mailing by town staff to residents and
businesses along the corridor. The stakeholders live or work directly in
the corridor and thereby have special or intimate knowledge of Main
Street. The purpose of the stakeholder interviews was to obtain input in
redesigning the street to be a Complete Street and a more welcoming
gateway into Branford. The results of the interviews were documented
and served to inform the planning of the corridor. A summary of the
Stakeholder Interviews is provided in Appendix F.
The informational meetings and workshops were held at the Blackstone
Library and were facilitated by CHA with assistance from the Town of
Branford staff and the SCRCOG. The informal and interactive nature of
the meetings gave citizens the opportunity to participate in the planning
process. Residents were notified of the meetings through publication of
notices in The Sound weekly newspaper. Stakeholders were also
notified by email of the dates and times of the public workshops.
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The first informational meeting and workshop was held on March 13,
2008. This meeting provided interested citizens an opportunity to learn
about the study purpose, and to establish the study’s goals and
objectives. Participants also helped planners understand existing
conditions of the corridor and identify any specific areas of concern.
This meeting was also used to identify “Complete Street” strategies that
might be appropriate and effective along the Route 146 corridor.
The second public meeting and workshop was held on May 22nd, 2008.
CHA staff presented a draft Conceptual Improvement Plan of the study
area indicating where the “Complete Streets Tools” most favored by
the public (as expressed by votes cast at the 3/13/08 Public Workshop)
could be best utilized given the specific character of the various
sections of the corridor and its physical constraints (e.g. available rightof-way, need for turning lanes, proximity of commercial buildings,
particular need for pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements).
Residents were then asked to provide comments on the plan and
identify specific modifications that would improve the plan.
Exhibits presented at each of the public meetings and workshops have
been posted on line at the following website:
http://www.scrcog.org/index.htm
Minutes and
sign-in sheets
of the meetings
and workshops
can be found in
Appendices E,
F and G.

Public Workshop at Blackstone Library
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2.0

Existing Conditions

2.1

Land Use

2.1.1 Zoning
There are five principal zoning classifications along the Main Street
corridor within the study limits. The limits of these various zoning
districts are shown on the Land Use and Zoning Map (Appendix A)
including:
Residential (R-1, R-3 and R-5): Primarily single family residences.
These districts comprise the vast majority of land north and south of the
corridor and within a few hundred feet of the corridor.
Multifamily Residential (MF): Residential district that provides for
attached, moderate density housing such as condominiums. The
Rockledge Condominium complex at the west end of the corridor is
located in an MF district.
Exerpt of Zoning Map
Town of Branford

Center Business (BC): Multi-story retail, services and office facilities
are allowed in the BC district in a “downtown” type density. The
Branford Town Center north of the Town Green is a BC District.

2.1.2

Underutilized Properties

In order to understand how the town might best meet Goal 3 of this
study, “Enhance the living and working environment for the properties
along the corridor” it is first necessary to identify areas of the corridor
where improvement and enhancement are most needed. Underutilized
sites where redevelopment would be most effective due to inefficient
site design, large, underutilized parking lots, and buildings that do not
conform to the village scale and character of the district include:
•

The several commercial properties located on the north side
of Route 146 near its intersection with Route 1.

•

The Richlin Shopping Plaza site at the intersection of Route
146 and Cherry Hill Road.

•

The Elm Café site on the south side of Route 146 between
Bradley and Russell streets.

Refer to Section 3.0 of this report for further discussion of
redevelopment strategies and options.

Local Business (BL): These districts accommodate a variety of
commercial functions necessary for service to the community including
general automotive sales and service uses. BL districts are situated
along main highways. In the Main Street Corridor, the BL district is
located in the western end and includes properties that have frontage on
Route 1.
Restricted Business (BR): These districts are designed to recognize
business uses resulting from the conversion of residential structures as
well as to provide sites for essential retail service in or adjacent to
residential neighborhoods. The design, density and intensity of
commercial uses and the extent of parking is controlled so as to
harmonize with the adjacent residential zones.
An area of General Industrial zone exists adjacent to and south of the
corridor in the vicinity of Bradley Street.
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2.2
2.1.3

Parking

The lack of parking in the corridor to support existing retail and other
commercial uses is one of the more common issues identified by
residents. Currently, on-street, parallel parking is allowed in most areas
of the corridor; however, there are very few spaces that are formally
acknowledged as legal on-street parking spaces by pavement markings
and signs. More specifically, there are only about 36 on-street parking
spaces provided on Main Street between Route 1 and South Main
Street. They are grouped around the various commercial nodes as
follows:

Aerial View of Main Street at Route 1
Source: Microsoft Virtual Earth

•

Vicinity of Home Place and Cherry Hill Road: Approx. 5 spaces.

•

Vicinity of Bradley Street and Lincoln Avenue: Approx. 11
spaces.

•

Kirkham and Monroe streets (Fourth Ward): Approx. 16 spaces.

•

Vicinity of South Main and Eades Street: Approx. 4 spaces.

(Note: Parking is allowed on the north side of Main Street along the
frontage of the Library as evidenced by signs that read “One Hour
Parking”; however, there are no pavement markings.)
2.1.4

Community Facilities

Community facilities on Main Street or in the immediate vicinity of the
Main Street Corridor include:
•

The Canoe Brook Senior Center on Cherry Hill Road

•

The M.P. Rice Fire Station No. 2 on the south side of Main
Street just east of North Harbor Street

•

Blackstone Memorial Library on Main and Cedar Street.

•

The Branford Police Department on Laurel Street

•

The Sliney Elementary School on Eades Street

Corner of Route 1 & Main Street
(Route 1) – View South
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2.2.1

Traffic and Transportation
Existing Traffic Conditions

Main Street is a two-lane (one lane in each direction) state highway
(State Route 146) owned and maintained by the State of Connecticut
Department of Transportation (CTDOT). According to CTDOT, it has
a functional classification as an “Urban Collector” which means that it
serves access between local streets in Branford and regional routes like
US Route 1. This route is identified as an Evacuation Route”
according to mapping provided in the “Town Wide Transportation
Study.”1 The posted speed limit is 35 miles per hour between Route 1
and the intersection of Main Street and Bradley Street and 25 miles per
hour between Bradley Street and the intersection of Main Street and
South Main Street. This route carries approximately 13,500 vehicles
per day (bi-directional traffic volume)2 which is appropriate for a two
lane urban arterial. (Refer to Appendix B –“Transportation Map”). The
highway is projected to carry over 16,000 vehicles per day by the year
20253. Actual average speeds are ___ miles per hour according to a
recent speed study conducted by
the Town of Branford Police
Department.
Three Main Street intersections in
the study area have traffic signals;
1) Main Street at Route 1, 2) Main
Street at Cherry Hill Road, and 3)
Main Street at Kirkham
Street/Monroe Street. Two of
these intersections, Main at Route
1 and Main at Kirkham/Monroe,
have traffic signal systems that
include pedestrian activated
crossing signals.

1

EarthTech, “Town of Branford Connecticut – Town-wide Transportation Study and
Town Green Parking and Circulation Study – Final Report”, Evacuation Routes Map.
November 20, 2006.
2
Ibid. 2006 and 2025 Average Daily Bi-Directional Traffic Volumes Map.
3
Ibid
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2.2.2

Accident History of Corridor

According to traffic accident data provided by CTDOT and the Town
as analyzed and reported in the Town-wide Transportation Study, the
recent accident history of Main Street can be classified as “Medium”
(34-66 annual accidents per mile) for the western half of the corridor
(Route 1 to Kirkham Street) and “Low” (10-33 annual accidents per
mile) for the eastern half of the corridor (from Kirkham Street to the
Town Green).4
Intersections identified as problem intersections either because of their
accident history or because they have awkward geometry include:

Aerial View of Richlin Shopping Plaza
Source: Microsoft Virtual Earth

•

Main Street at Route 1 (5-10 accidents per year)5

•

Main Street at Cherry Hill Road

•

Main Street at Bradley Street/Lincoln Avenue

•

Main Street at Cedar Street

•

Main Street at Laurel/South Main/ Eades streets

2.2.3

Existing Transit

The existing public transportation infrastructure consists of two
regional bus lines running between Old Saybrook and New Haven. The
bus lines principally use Route 1 but take Route 146 as a spur to the
Branford Town Green. The first line, operated by DATTCO, runs
between Old Saybrook and New Haven, Monday through Friday with
no service on the weekends. This service line circulates throughout the
day running from about 6:00 A.M to 7:00 P.M. The second line,
operated by Connecticut Transportation (CT TRANSIT), runs between
Branford and New Haven, Monday through Friday, with limited service
on Saturdays. This service serves primarily as a commuter line running
from about 6:00 A.M to 8:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. On
Saturdays this line circulates once at around 7:00 A.M. On the way to
the Town Green the buses stop bi-directionally at the Rockledge
Condos, Cherry Hill Road, Lincoln Avenue, Russell Street, Kirkham
Street, and John Street. Traveling around the green, buses make stops at
Eades Street, Bradley Avenue, a bus shelter on Montowese Street,
Harrison Avenue, and Laurel Street.
A regional commuter rail service also stops at the Branford Train
Station on Kirkham Street about one-quarter mile south of Main Street.
Shoreline East provides routine service every half hour running
westbound from New London to New Haven during A.M. peak hours
(5:30 A.M. to 8:00 A.M.) and eastbound service from New Haven back
to New London during P.M. peak hours (5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.).
During off peak hours, hourly service is generally available in each
direction. From New Haven, this rail system connects to Metro-North
which takes passengers to the Grand Central Terminal in New York
City. Interstate passenger train service provided by Amtrak is also
available at the Branford Train Station, although on a much more
limited schedule than Shoreline East service.

CT Transit bus on Kirkham Street

Richlin Shopping Plaza
4
5
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Ibid. “Annual Traffic Accident Rates Map”. Page 11.
Ibid. “Annual Traffic Accident Rates Map”.
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2.3

Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation

2.3.2

2.3.1

Pedestrian Destinations

Painted crosswalks are provided at many but not all of the intersections
of Main Street, as follows:

Buildings or facilities along the corridor or in the immediate vicinity of
the corridor that generate or attract notable levels of pedestrian traffic
include:
•
•

Intersection of Main/South Main/Eades Streets

Prepared by:

Crosswalks

•

The WalMart store located on the north side of Route 1 on
Commercial Parkway.

Main Street and Route 1: Crosswalk (with pedestrian
activated crossing signal) provided on Route 1 to south
corner of Main Street but not across Main Street.

•

The Starbucks coffee shop located on the north side of
Route 1 near its intersection with Main Street.

Main Street and Home Place: No crosswalks provided at
this 3-legged intersection.

•

Main Street and Cherry Hill Road: Only one crosswalk
provided on Main Street (east of Cherry Hill) at this 3legged, signalized intersection. The traffic signal system
does not include pedestrian crossing signals.

•

The Canoe Brook Senior Center and the Richlin Shopping
Plaza on Cherry Hill Road.

•

The cluster of stores, shops, restaurants and services located
in the Fourth Ward (near Kirkham Street).

•

•

Main Street and North Harbor Street: No crosswalks
provided at this 3-legged intersection.

St. Mary’s Church and rectory and St. Mary’s School in the
vicinity of Cedar Street.

•

•

Main Street and Lincoln/Bradley: No crosswalks provided
at this 4-legged intersection.

Blackstone Memorial Library between Cedar and Laurel
Streets.

•

•

Main Street and Russell Street: No crosswalks provided at
this 3-legged intersection.

The Sliney Elementary School on Eades Street.

•

•

Branford Town Center, the churches and the Branford Town
Hall on the Town Green located near the eastern end of the
corridor.

Main Street and Kirkham/Monroe: Four crosswalks (with
pedestrian activated crossing signals) provided at this 4legged, traffic-signalized intersection.

•

Main Street and John Street: No crosswalks provided at this
3-legged intersection.

•

Main Street and Rogers Street: No crosswalks provided at
this 4-legged intersection.

•

Main Street and Cedar Street: Two crosswalks provided at
this 3-legged intersection.

•

Main Street and Hopson Street: One crosswalk provided at
this 3-legged intersection.

•

Main Street and Laurel/Eades Street: Four crosswalks
provided at this complicated, offset, 4-legged intersection.
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2.3.3

Sidewalk Conditions

Sidewalks exist along both sides of Main Street along much
of the corridor. The exception is along the far west end of
the corridor between the intersection of Route 1 and Home
Place where there is only 200 feet of sidewalk on the north
side in the vicinity of Cherry Hill Road. Generally, the
width (four feet wide on average) and condition (wellmaintained poured concrete precast concrete unit pavers) of
the sidewalks are good from Lincoln Street east to South
Main Street. From Lincoln west to where the sidewalks
terminate just west of Cherry Hill Road, the width of the
walks is narrow (3 feet or less) and the condition of
sidewalk surfacing is poor (crumbling bituminous concrete
or old and cracked concrete with numerous heaves) and
curbs that separate walks from the vehicular travel ways are
also poor (deteriorated or nearly flush bituminous concrete
curbs in most areas, with the exception of areas east of
Kirkham Street where curbs are concrete and are in
relatively good condition).
2.3.4

Local, Regional and Statewide Bike Routes

Main Street and the entire reach of Route 146 through Branford is
designated a bicycle route, as indicated on the State of Connecticut
Bicycle Map6 as a “Cross State Route”. Regionally, this Cross State
Route follows Route 1 from Westbrook to Guilford, then Route 146
from Guilford to Route 1 in Branford at the junction of Route 146
(west end of the corridor). There it follows Route 1 briefly to the west
side of the Amtrak railroad bridge and then joins Route 142 to East
Haven. While the Main Street corridor is classified as a Cross State
Bicycle Route, it does not have any bicycle signs, directional or
informational markers, nor any pavement delineation to indicate
bicycle lanes and is therefore considered a “shared roadway” where a
bicycle lane is not provided but the road can be legally used as a
bicycle route.7 An important note on the aforementioned State Bicycle

Map reads “It is recommended that only experience bicyclists use these
routes for touring. Major routes not marked with overlays have not
been recommended due to heavy traffic volumes or adverse road
conditions. Connecticut’s roads were not designed for bicycle touring,
and it is important to note that any inclusion of a route on this map does
not certify it to be a safe bicycling route.”
The CTDOT recognizes that there is a growing need to accommodate
bicycle and pedestrian commuters on arterial roadways in the state in
order to help reduce air pollution and traffic congestion; accordingly,
one of CTDOT’s recommended policies and actions is that “the
Connecticut Bicycle Map and the Long Range Bike Map should be
used as a base when evaluating the suitability of providing sidewalks,
shoulder widening, etc. and multi-use trails within projects.”8
Additionally, the “South Central Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan”
recommends the construction of on-road bicycle lanes, shoulder
maintenance and/or shoulder widening for Route 146 in Branford
(including the sections of Main Street within the study area).9 It also
recommends improving bicycle and pedestrian connections between
transit stations and stops, municipal areas such as the town center, and
commercial areas. Also, the Town of Branford’s 2008 Draft Plan of
Conservation and Development advocates improving bicycle
transportation facilities (safe bike routes, bicycle racks and lockers)
throughout town, but especially along both sides of streets in the Town
Center, in recognition of the growing interest in “the use of bicycles as
a means of recreation and as a mode of transportation.” 10

8

6

Connecticut Department of Transportation in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration, “Connecticut 2002 Bicycle Map.”

7

Connecticut Department of Transportation, “Connecticut Statewide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Transportation Plan. Pg. vi. Source website:
http://www.ct.gov/dot/cwp/view.asp?a=1390&q=259670
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Ibid. Page 12

9

South Central Regional Council of Governments, “South Central Regional Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan” by Fitzgerald and Halliday Inc. in association with Clough,
Harbour & Associates LLP. Page 39. June 2007.

10

Planimetrics, “Town of Branford’s 2008 Draft Plan of Conservation and
Development”; Transportation Chapter of 12-13-2007 Discussion Booklet.
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2.4

Visual Analysis

2.4.1

Village Character and Dominant Visual Elements

•

In general, the Main Street corridor functions as a transition from the
relatively dense, mixed-use commercial and civic district of the Town
Center and the Town Green to the lower density residential districts
surrounding the center. Building spacing is greater, densities are lower
and the mix of uses includes more residential units and former
residences converted to commercial uses or professional offices. A few
exceptions to this development pattern are:
•

Aerial View of Intersection of Main Street at Bradley & Lincoln
Source: Microsoft Virtual Earth

South side of Main Street near North Harbor Street
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The western end of the corridor where Main Street intersects
Route 1. In this area, the visual character of the north side
of Main Street is compromised by the “backdoor” views of
commercial and service buildings that front on Route 1.
There is also a billboard in this area that further detracts
from the residential and village character of Main Street.

•

Vicinity of Home Place and Cherry Hill Road. This section
of the corridor contains several commercial buildings
interspersed along Main Street near the intersections of
Cherry Hill Road and Home Place. The buildings include
the Richlin Shopping Plaza, Shelley’s Garden Center,
Shoreline Wine and Spirits, Pepe’s Gulf service station,
Bridal Trousseau, and several small retail stores. It has an
interesting eclectic character and small-town feel; however,
the large expanse of parking situated directly on the corner
of Cherry Hill Road and Main Street associated with the
Richlin Plaza detracts from what is otherwise a village-like
district.

•

The highest concentration of commercial uses (18-20) in the
corridor is situated at the intersection of Kirkham and
Monroe streets (also known as the Fourth Ward). This
district has a more intimate feel to the streetscape since the
buildings are mostly small-scale, traditional-style, two-story
storefronts and parking is mostly located in discrete parking
lots behind the stores and service establishments.
Consequently, the Fourth Ward has a distinct village
character and more walkable sidewalks. Stores or services
include Palma’s Deli, Salvatores Fine Foods by the Green,
Branford Jewelers, an Exxon station, World Tek Travel, to
name a few.

2.4.2

The eastern end of the
corridor is less residential and
more civic oriented since it is
adjacent to the Town Center
and situated between Tyler
Green and the Town Green.
Principal uses and dominant
architecture includes the
majestic Blackstone Memorial
Library, the multi-tenanted
Branford Theatre Building, St.
Mary’s Church, and
Wachovia and Webster banks.

Historical/Cultural Features

Harrison House, Main Street,
Branford

The Main Street corridor contains many historic properties that define
the built environment along much of Main Street. The historic and
cultural resources of Branford represent important links to the town’s
past and provide a sense of identity and stability. Included in the many
historic structures are dozens of properties that are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places including the Harrison House (c.
1724) on Main Street near Home Place and the Blackstone Library (c.
1897). Most of these historic structures are situated within one of the
two historic districts through which Main Street passes: 1) the Canoe
Brook Historic District in the western end of the corridor in the vicinity
of Cherry Hill Road and Bradley Street; and, 2) the Center Historic
District which includes all properties on Main Street from
Monroe/Kirkham streets east to and beyond the Town Green, as well as
extensive areas beyond Main Street. Refer to Appendix A for limits of
the Canoe Brook and Town Center Historic Districts.
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2.5

Environmental Resources

2.5.1

Wetlands, Watercourses, and Floodplains

According to town mapping, there are no significant wetlands or
watercourses within the immediate area of Main Street in the study
area, although pockets of wetlands exist nearby (see Map No. to the
left). The Coastal Zone Boundary extends to the intersection of Route
1 and Main Street and parallels the southern edge of Main Street
extending to within 600 feet of Main Street near Russell Street and the
Town Green.

Map of Wetlands & Watercourses in study area
Source: Branford GIS Mapping

The corridor is not located within any floodplain areas according to
mapping prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The 100 year floodplain limits of coastal flooding associated with the
Branford River to the south extend to within 600 feet of the corridor.11
The elevation of this 100 year flood ranges between 11 and 12 feet
above sea level but most of the properties along the corridor lie 30 to
60 feet above sea level.
2.5.2

Vegetation

There are few street trees planted within the right-of-way of Main
Street with the exception of a few trees planted between the
commercial buildings and curb in the Fourth Ward (vicinity of
Kirkham and Monroe streets) and numerous, mature and specimenquality trees located within the area known as Tyler Green (on the
north side of Main Street between John Street and Cedar Street) and
within the triangular traffic island located at the junction on of Main,
Laurel, South Main and Eades streets.

Billboard on Main Street near Route 1

11

Federal Emergency Management Agency, National Flood Insurance Program.
“Flood Insurance Rate Map – Town of Branford CT, New Haven County – Panels 3
and 5 of 10”. Maps revised June 16, 1992 and April 18, 1983, respectively.
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Report

3.0

Traffic Calming/ Complete Streets Tool Box

As mentioned in the introduction of this report, “Complete Streets” can
be created by applying various design principles that enable safe,
attractive and comfortable access and travel for all users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders. In order to introduce
the public to the various features or strategies used to create Complete
Streets and better understand how and where they would be best
applied, CHA has developed a “Complete Streets Tool Box” that
includes descriptions of each “tool” and images of installations of the
tool in other localities.
At the first Public Workshop, CHA presented this “Complete Streets
Tool Box.” It included 16 strategies that help to calm traffic, create
more walkable neighborhoods, and more multi-use streets. Each
resident was given three voting buttons and were then asked to choose
three Complete Streets “tools” that they thought would be most
appropriate for the corridor to achieve the goals and objectives of the
study. Following is a list of the 16 tools in descending order as ranked
or selected by residents along with the total number of votes each tool
received:
COMPLETE STREETS TOOL BOX
Results of Public Workshop

North side of Main Street near Monroe

South side of Main Street at Fire Station
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Board #

Tool

No. of “Votes”
Received

7

Street Trees and Streetscaping

25

12

Landscaped Medians

20

9

Bicycle Lanes

18

8

On-Street Parking

14

1

Articulated Crosswalks and Pedestrian Refuge

13

13

Shared Parking

13

3

Curb Extensions

13

5

Narrow Traffic Lanes

11

2

Mid-Block Crosswalks

10

6

Modern Traffic Roundabouts

7

11

Textured Pavements at Crosswalks

5

10

Channelizing Island

3

4

Tight Intersection Radii (Curb Radius Reduction)

2

These tools are discussed in the following paragraphs and organized in
four categories – Traffic Enhancements, Aesthetic Enhancements,
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Enhancements, and Transit
Enhancements. The remaining category, Enhancement of Village
Character, was not included in the Tool Box because it is a
development strategy that is best implemented by the private sector.
The actual “Tool Box” boards that were presented at the Public
Workshop are provided in Appendix D.
3.1

Traffic Enhancements
•

Narrow Traffic Lanes (Board #5): Urban streets should be
designed for slower travel speeds and with narrower travel
lanes (11’ vs. 12’ or 13’) and narrower or no shoulders.
Urban streets are often designed using criteria that are more
appropriate for rural streets – that is, they are designed to
accommodate higher speeds.

•

Modern Traffic Roundabouts (Board #6): Modern traffic
roundabouts are gaining favor as a viable alternative to the
traditional signalized traffic intersection. They improve
both traffic safety and efficiency and can safely
accommodate pedestrians and cyclists. Unlike older traffic
circles or rotaries, modern roundabouts require entering
vehicles to yield the right-of-way to vehicles already in the
circle and therefore discourage higher speeds. The
incidence of vehicle-pedestrian accidents is also less in
roundabouts than in signalized intersections. Lastly,
roundabouts also serve as attractive and landscaped
gateways or distinctive entry points into a town center.
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•

Channelizing Island (Board #10): At many arterial street
intersections, pedestrians have difficulty crossing due to
right-turn movements and wide crossing distances. A
channelizing island provides a right turn slip lane separated
from other lanes by a raised median. Well-designed right
turn slip lanes place right-turning vehicles at a 60° angle
from through traffic. This angle limits vehicle turning
speeds and increases the visibility of pedestrians. Rightturn slip lanes should be accompanied by pedestrian refuge
islands within the intersection. Pedestrians can cross the
right-turn lane and wait on the island for their walk signal.
3.2

Intersection of Main Street at South Main Street & Laurel Street

•

Prepared by:

•

Mid-Block Crosswalks (Board #2): These are crosswalks
at located mid-block along the street and not coincident with
an intersection. They are desirable where block lengths are
especially long. They need to be carefully designed because
motorists do not expect to find pedestrians crossing the
street outside of an intersection. For this reason they should
be marked with adequate advance warning signing and
protected with medians and curb extensions (i.e. mid-block
chokers).

•

Textured Pavements at Crosswalks (Board # 11):
Textured and colored pavement includes the use of stamped
pavement or alternate paving materials to create an uneven
surface for vehicles to traverse. They may be used to
emphasize either an entire intersection or a pedestrian
crossing, and are sometimes used along entire street blocks.

•

Curb Extensions (Board # 3): Curb extensions (also called
build-outs or neck-downs) extend the line of the curb into
the traveled way to reduce the width of the street at
intersections. They are designed to shadow the width of a
parking lane, bus stop or loading zone and serve to better
define and delineate the traveled way as being separate from
the parking lane and roadside.

Aesthetic Enhancements
•

3.3

pedestrian safety. To provide a pedestrian refuge,
crosswalks are extended through the tips of medians to
provide a safety zone. Examples of safe crosswalks in
arterial streets include illuminated crosswalks with
pavement imbedded lights, raised crosswalks, speed tables
or raised intersections, and crosswalks with pedestrian
count-down signals.

Street Trees and Streetscaping (Board #7): Streetscape
improvements (e.g. street trees, pedestrian-level ornamental
street lights, bollards) visually reinforce that the street is in a
high pedestrian, slow traffic zone. These improvements
also provide vertical elements that enclose the street or
reinforce the ‘street-wall’. Studies have shown that vertical
enclosure of the street reduces the perceived width of the
street and causes drivers to reflexively slow down.
Landscaped Medians (Board #12): Medians are raised
islands located along the centerline of a street. They
provide traffic calming benefits by visually narrowing the
travel lanes. Medians are often landscaped to provide a
visual amenity and can be fitted with a gap to allow
pedestrians to walk (i.e. a pedestrian refuge).

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Enhancements
•

Wide Sidewalks: Walkways within the public right-of-way
but separated from roadway vehicles. Safe and accessible
sidewalks include four to five foot wide walks separated
from the street with a grass strip and six inch high curbs,
curb ramps, marked crosswalks, safe lighting, narrow and
consolidated curb-cuts

•

Articulated Crosswalks & Pedestrian Refuge (Board
#1): A new generation of crosswalks are wider, betterdesigned and more articulated which greatly improves
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•

Bicycle Lanes (Board #9): Bicycle lanes indicate a
preferential or exclusive space for bicycle travel on a street,
and are typically striped – although colored pavement is
sometimes used. They create more consistent separation
between bicyclists and passing motorists, and can also
provide a buffer zone between motor vehicles and
pedestrians on a sidewalk.
•

Tight Intersection Radii (Board #4): (curb radius
reduction): The geometry of intersections is often designed
for the needs of vehicles rather than pedestrians. For
example, wide curb radii make it easier for vehicles to turn,
especially trucks, but make it dangerous for pedestrians to
cross the intersection because the crossing distance is
greater and turning vehicles are traveling at faster speeds.
Tight radii at intersections provide for shorter pedestrian
crossing distances and also cause turning vehicles to travel
slower.

from moving traffic; and to increase activity on the street.
On-street parking can provide the following benefits:
o Supports the local commercial economic.
o Increases pedestrian comfort by providing a buffer
from moving traffic.
o Slows traffic, making pedestrian crossing safer.
o Facilitates safe and convenient curb-side drop-off of
passengers.
o Increases pedestrian activity on the street.
o Provides a cue to motorists that travel speeds are
reduced and that they are entering a low speed area.

Bus shelter at corner of Main Street and Montowese on
Town Green

3.4

Transit Enhancements
•

•

Prepared by:

Bus Shelters (Board #7): Several intersections along Main
Street within the study area are designated bus stops for CT
Transit (refer to discussion in Section 2.2.3); however, there
are no bus shelters or benches provided. The nearest bus
shelter is located on the Town Green at the intersection of
Main and Montowese streets (see photo). Residents have
expressed an interest in providing better accommodations
for bus transit-riders to make it more convenient and
comfortable for people to use transit; however, a large bus
shelter similar to the one at the Town Green may be
unnecessary and pricey for bus stops in the study area
considering current low demand. A smaller and less
expensive version of a combination bench and canopy (such
as the one shown in the photo to the right) may be more
appropriate.

Simple canopy style bus shelter with bench

On-Street Parking (Board #8): The presence and
availability of on-street parking serves several critical needs
on urban thoroughfares including: to meet parking needs of
adjacent uses (especially retail uses); to protect pedestrians
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Typical Cross-Section of Proposed changes to Main Street –
Vicinity of Fourth Ward

3.5

Enhancement of Village Character

3.5.1

Context Sensitivity and Design Recommendations

One of the objectives of this study is to “Explore techniques and
alternative zoning strategies to better integrate the highway with
adjacent land uses while protecting and enhancing the aesthetics and
village character of the town center.” During the public outreach
meetings and workshops, many residents expressed an interest in
providing streetscape improvements to the study corridor, similar to the
improvements constructed along Main Street in the Town Center.
However, most people recognize that the intensity of improvements
constructed in the Town Center would not be appropriate for the less
densely developed areas along the gateway corridor.
Therefore, one of the recommendations of this study is to construct
pedestrian-scaled, period or ornamental street lighting, shade trees and
other improvements along new and improved sidewalks in the study
area not only to create a more attractive corridor, but also, and more
importantly, to impart a distinctly village character to the street that
will remind motorists that they are in special district and are using
streets that are designed for multiple users.
Design techniques and zoning tools need not be limited to those that
only deal with the publicly owned highway right-of-way since the
character of the street is defined more by the type of development that
exists on private lands beyond the street-line than by the improvements
that can be constructed within the narrow band between the curb and
the street-line.

Design strategies such as human-scaled, mixed-use buildings situated
close to a tree-lined street, with porches, cafes, pedestrian-scaled
lighting, and discretely located parking located to the rear of buildings
or along the curb not only create more walkable streets but also help to
calm traffic. While these strategies do not change the geometry of the
street, they result in a form of non-traditional traffic calming, by
changing the psychological feel of the street. They send a clear
reminder to motorist of the dual functions of the street, as both a
movement corridor and as a place for social and cultural activity. 12 The
presence of pedestrians, bicyclists, parked vehicles and prominent
cross-walks also conveys a sense of uncertainty and a reminder that
movement on the street is not limited to vehicles. The attention to detail
of the design of the street edge and the creation of an interesting and
compact “street-wall” on private property have a moderating influence
on motor vehicle speeds and obligate motorists to drive slowly and
attentively.13
The successful use of architectural strategies to create walkability and a
village atmosphere that results in traffic calming can be found in the
Town Center of Branford. Through preservation of many historically
significant mixed-use buildings, and the implementation of carefully
crafted zoning codes that perpetuate this character and regulate the
density, form and style, the town has created a compact, vibrant district
where motorists drive slowly and are cognizant and respectful of
pedestrians and bicyclists. People, not cars, are the priority.

This is not to suggest that the public sector acquire private lands for
redevelopment nor require the private sector to implement
improvements; rather, it is to explore ways that public policy can or
should encourage or incentivize the private sector to implement
improvements that would improve the aesthetics of the corridor,
encourage private reinvestment, improve real estate values, and
enhance the town’s grand list.
Such positive change can be encouraged by providing private
landowners with development concepts and by revising zoning and
other municipal regulations to allow and regulate redevelopment. Not
incidentally, the private redevelopment in the form of infill
development that evokes a village character creates enclosure and
greatly improves the “walkability” and safety of the street.
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12

Engwicht, David, “Street Reclaiming Through Design”; Source website:
http://www.lesstraffic.com/Articles/Traffic/SRdesign.htm
13

Nozzi, Dom. “The Ingredients of a Walkable Street” Source website:
http://www.walkablestreets.com/walkingred.htm
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Similar village character, albeit to a lesser density, can be achieved
along the Main Street corridor. Through the adoption of master plans
and form-based zoning codes (similar to the Town Center Overlay
District, see Section 3.5.2), the Main Street corridor can be
reinvigorated with thoughtful infill development. Underutilized sites
where this redevelopment would be most effective, as identified in
Section 2.1.2 and include:
• Commercial properties located on the north side of Route
146 near its intersection with Route 1.
• The Richlin Shopping Plaza site at the intersection of Route
146 and Cherry Hill Road.
• The Elm Café site on the south side of Route 146 between
Bradley and Russell Streets.
Refer to the Conceptual Site Plan (Appendix C) for concepts that would
better integrate these sites into the greater district.

3.5.2

Zoning Recommendations

As noted in Section 2.1.1, properties in the study area lie in several
zoning districts. Most of the commercial uses in the corridor lie in the
Restricted Business and Local Business zoning districts. The zoning
provisions or restrictions for these two districts do not have the
flexibility to allow the design recommendations discussed in the
previous section and the land use concepts that include Traditional
Neighborhood Developments (TND, refer to Section 4.1) to be
implemented.14 The building massing, density, building relationship to
the streetline, minimum parking requirements and several other
characteristics necessary to achieve the desired village character of a
TND; however, can be achieved under the zoning provisions
established for the Center Business (BC) zoning district. Combined
with the provisions of a Village District15 or the Town Center Overlay
District (which currently applies to the Town Center and to most
properties in the study area), which sets forth design standards16 and
provides for advisory design review by the Town Center Revitalization
Review Board in order to assure that the more subjective aspects that
recognize the unique cultural, historic and aesthetic context of the area
are provided for. The BC district regulations are rather unique in
Connecticut and result in the maintenance and enhancement of a
townscape that is reminiscent of a 19th century village, i.e. the Branford
Town Center.

14

Planning and Zoning Commission, Town of Branford CT, “Zoning Regulations”.
January 2007.
15

The Village Districts Act is a form of historic overlay zoning similar to the Town of
Branford’s Town Center Overlay District which serves to protect a community's
character and historic development patterns. Connecticut PA 98-116 allows municipal
zoning commissions to create village districts to preserve historic and scenic
resources.

Excerpts from Design Criteria & Guidelines – Branford Town Center
16

Selbert Design Associates “Design Criteria and Guidelines – Branford Town Center
– Town of Branford, CT” by. May 21, 1987.
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4.0 Draft Action Plan
4.1

Aerial View of intersection of Main Street at Kirkham &
Monroe; Source: Microsoft Virtual Earth

Preferred Alternative

Following Public Workshop No. 1 where residents were asked to state
their issues and concerns about Main Street and indicate their
preferences for the various tools and strategies available to create
“Complete Streets”, CHA developed a Conceptual Improvement Plan
of the study area indicating where the “Complete Streets Tools” most
favored by the public (as expressed by votes cast at the Workshop)
could be best utilized given the specific character of the various
sections of the corridor and the physical constraints (e.g. available
right-of-way, need for turning lanes, proximity of commercial
buildings, particular need for pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements). The Conceptual Improvement Plan showed numerous
Traffic Calming improvements such as curb extensions, landscaped
medians (or pedestrian refuge islands), prominent cross-walks, and
narrow traffic lanes. The Conceptual Improvement Plan also showed
continuous bicycle lanes on both sides of the street and discussed where
bus pull-outs can be created to provide for multi-use streets. The plan
also illustrated where on-street parallel parking can be provided to meet
the study goals and objectives related to supporting businesses and
providing safer and slower streets.
The Conceptual Improvement Plan also addressed placemaking or
context sensitivity and the desire of residents to continue the
streetscaping improvements associated with the Town Center (e.g.
street trees, attractive and wide sidewalks and ornamental, pedestrianscaled light standards), albeit at a lower level of intensity in
consideration of the lower density and residential character of much of
the study area.

Main Street at
Monroe

Main Street in Fourth Ward

The Conceptual Improvement Plan also showed supportive future
redevelopment opportunities in the form of “Traditional Neighborhood
Developments” (TNDs). One TND was located at the site of the
Richlin plaza and the other at the underdeveloped land that surrounds
the Elm Café. The intent is to create contextual, carefully planned,
compact, and walkable neighborhoods. Building and site design
guidelines would require clustering and integration of a mix of land
uses appropriate to the district (e.g. residential, small-scale retail,
restaurants, professional services such as doctors, lawyers finance and
real estate offices).

The proximity and mix of uses would allow for shared parking and
reduce parking demand (in part because each use would have a
different or complimentary peak hour). The compact and intimate
nature of the development would preserve land (by requiring less
parking and allowing greater density than currently exists), reduce
dependency on the automobile and create a unified and coherent
townscape similar to the character that exists in other mixed-use areas
along the corridor. The TND would embody the best elements of a New
England village while accommodating current lifestyles and land uses.
It should be noted that the TND recommendations of the Conceptual
Improvement Plan are illustrative only and that the town would not be
acquiring private land for redevelopment. Rather, if residents like the
concept, the private sector would initiate and implement the
development and assemble any land that may be necessary. As noted in
Section 3.5.2, the town may want to facilitate the TND by revising
zoning to allow the uses and densities, adopting design standards to
control the more subjective aspects of development. This TND strategy
is consistent with recommendations in the “Branford 2008 Plan of
Conservation and Development” recently adopted by the town,
particularly the “Community Structure” section of that document.17
CHA also prepared various alternatives for several areas along the
corridor including:
•

alternative intersection designs (including a Modern Traffic
Roundabout) at the intersection of South Main Street/Laurel
Street/Eades Street;

•

plans to provide traffic signals at the intersections of Main Street
with Cherry Hill Road and Cedar Street; and,

•

possible alternatives for the location and width of bicycle lanes.

The public was asked to comment on this draft Conceptual
Improvement Plan (see Appendix C) which was published on the
SCRCOG website: http://www.scrcog.org/index.htm

17

Planimetrics, “Town of Branford’s 2008 Draft Plan of Conservation and
Development”; Community Structure Chapter of 12-13-2007 Discussion Booklet.
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Key traffic safety improvements included on the Conceptual Improvement
Plan are:
1. Defined, on-street parallel parking on both sides of Main Street where
the width of the right-of-way allows and where the parking would not
interfere with turning vehicles at intersections or curb-cuts. The
parked vehicles would be protected from vehicles in travel lanes by
bump-outs or curb extensions. Currently, there are 36 defined parking
spaces on Main Street in the study area (see Sec. 2.1.3); the
Conceptual Improvement Plan depicts a total of 148 parking spaces – a
net increase of 112 spaces. It is interesting to note that, despite this
400% increase in formalized parking and the creation of 5 foot wide
bicycle lanes on both sides of Main Street, the Conceptual
Improvement Plan would not result in an increase of pavement. In
other words, the pavement area of the proposed on-street parking and
on-street bicycle lanes would be taken from the surplus paving that
now exists as travel lanes on Main Street.
Aerial View of Main Street at Cedar Street
Source: Microsoft Virtual Earth

2. Pedestrian refuge islands at major intersections to provide traffic
calming and to protect pedestrians in crosswalks. (see Sec. 3.3)
3. Geometric changes to the intersections of Main at Cherry Hill Road
and Main at Bradley/Lincoln in order to better align the opposing,
offset streets and make the angle of intersection closer to 90 degrees.
4. TND-type infill development (refer to Section 4.1), if and when the
properties are redeveloped by their owners in the future, at the Richlin
Shopping Plaza and at the Elm Café site.
5. A 30 foot wide landscaped median in Main Street between the Tyler
Green and the Town Green.
6. A modern traffic roundabout to replace the awkward and unsafe
intersection at Main/Laurel/South Main/Eades streets.
7. Street trees along both sides of Main Street for its entire length at
spacing no less than 50 feet on center. Care should be taken to avoid
planting trees where they would obstruct the view of signs to
commercial establishments.

St. Mary’s Church on Main Street near Cedar
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Subsequent to the second Public Workshop and technical meetings with
the Town’s Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC), including the
Chief of Police, CHA further developed and revised the Draft Conceptual
Improvement Plan to incorporate public and TAC comments. The result is
the Preferred Alternative which is provided in Appendix C.

Notable changes to the Draft Concept include:
1. Modify proposed changes to intersections in the vicinity of
Main/Laurel/South Main/Eades Streets to better accommodate a
modern traffic roundabout. These changes include converting Laurel
Street to one-way north in order to simplify traffic operations at
Main/Eades/Laurel and converting Harrison Street from one-way north
to one-way south since having two adjacent streets with one-way
travel in the same direction is detrimental to overall traffic flow and
emergency response.
2. Provide diagonal parking on Laurel Street (at least one side of the
street) since there is a deficit of parking at the Library and at the Police
Headquarters. Currently, there are approximately 22 parallel parking
spaces on one side of Laurel Street (west side); the conversion of
Laurel Street to one-way traffic with diagonal parking on the west side
will result in approximately 40 parking spaces – a net increase of 18
parking spaces.
3. Recommend the installation of a traffic signal at Cedar and Main in
recognition of the high traffic volumes at this intersection and the
difficulty of left-turning traffic negotiating the proposed 30 foot wide
landscaped median without benefit of a traffic light.
4. Recommend the installation of a traffic signal at Cherry Hill Road to
improve identified safety issues at this location. It is difficult for
motorists on Cherry Hill Road to see eastbound traffic on Main Street
because of the acute angle of the intersection and because of the curve
on Main Street to the west. The accident rate at this intersection is not
unusually high; however, the types of accidents are severe in nature
due to high speeds of vehicles on Main Street.
5. Reconfigure the intersection of Main Street at Lincoln and Bradley to
align Bradley opposite Lincoln (to correct the current offset) but
modify the proposed intersection design to reduce property impacts on
the west side of the intersection by shifting the proposed realignment
slightly to the east.
6. Eliminate traffic connections between the proposed TND at Cherry
Hill Road (the Richlin Shopping Plaza) and Cherry Street.
7. Provide a landscaped gateway at the intersection of Main Street and
Route 1.
8. Provide a traffic speed notification and control sign on eastbound
Main Street, west of Cherry Hill Road that would flash the actual
speed of the approaching vehicle.
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4.1.1

Access Management

Implementation of access management strategies to reduce the number
of curb-cuts will improve traffic safety. Excessive curb-cuts and wide
curb-cuts tend to inhibit through traffic operations, create additional
vehicular conflict points, and create unsafe conditions for pedestrians
who tend to be less alert at intersections of sidewalks and curb-cuts
than they are street intersections.
4.1.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety
The Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan was developed by the South
Central Regional Council of Governments (SCRCOG) to identify
actions that will improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the region
in order to advance bicycling and walking as viable modes of
transportation rather than just a means of recreational activity.18
Walking and bicycling would be more effective and attractive forms of
transportation if a comprehensive network existed in the Town of
Branford since there are many areas of town where people are unable to
walk or bicycle safely because facilities (e.g. sidewalks, lighting, safe
crosswalks, bicycle lanes, multi-use trails) do not exist and because
there are not adequate connections between major destinations (e.g.
employment centers, schools, parks, shopping centers).19 For example,
a number of Shoreline East transit users live close enough to walk or
bike to the Branford Train Station, but cannot because there are no
sidewalks or safe biking spaces on the connecting streets.
Another example in the study area is the lack of sidewalks and safe
crosswalks between St. Mary’s Church and rectory on Main Street near
Cedar Street and St. Mary’s School on Cedar Street near Rose Street.
Even though the distance between the church and the parochial school
is only one-quarter of a mile, the church chooses to bus children
between the two sites because it considers the existing pedestrian
facilities unsafe.
Streetscape Improvements on Main Street at the Town
Green

Route 1. Traffic on Cherry Hill Road, which provides an alternate
connection between Route 1 and Main Street as well as shoreline points
to the south, is relatively fast-moving. Consequently, many residents
deem Cherry Hill Road unsafe for walkers and bicyclists, especially
school age children and the elderly. Everyday destinations such as the
Senior Center, convenience stores on Main Street, the Town Center and
local schools and churches are within easy walking distance but may as
well be in another town.
This lack of safe pedestrian and bicycle facilities forces people to drive
to popular destinations when they may prefer to walk or bike.
Following are the pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements
recommended for the Main Street corridor; these improvements are
graphically depicted on the Conceptual Improvement Plan:
1. Provide continuous, five foot wide concrete sidewalks on both sides
of Main Street for its entire length.
2. Provide bump-outs or curb-extensions at all crosswalks where
possible in order to minimize the distance that a pedestrian would
be in the travel-way of the street.
3. Provide improved shoulders and five foot wide bicycle lanes on
both sides of Main Street for its entire length (except through
intersections).
4. Provide street lighting on both sides of Main Street. Street lighting
in areas where there is a concentration of commercial uses (i.e.
Home Place to the M.P. Rice Fire Station; Russell Street to John
Street; and in the vicinity of the Blackstone Library) should be
illuminated with pedestrian-scale (12’ to 16’ height), ornamental
light standards of a design that is similar to the standards provided
in the Town Center.
5. Provide a sidewalk on the east side of Cedar Street along the
frontage of the Blackstone Library and sidewalks on at least one
side of Cherry Hill Road between Main Street and Route 1.

A related concern raised by a resident during one of the public
workshops for this study is Cherry Hill Road. There are no sidewalks
north of the Canoe Brook Senior Center and there are numerous
residences along the street and many more further to the north across
18

South Central Regional Council of Governments, “South Central Regional Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan” by Fitzgerald and Halliday Inc. in association with Clough,
Harbour & Associates LLP. Page 1. June 2007.
19
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4.1.3

Transit Enhancements

Getting people out of their cars and using buses, trains, and bicycles to
commute has multiple benefits including improved air quality and less
production of greenhouse gases by reducing use of fossil fuels;
improved water quality because less pavement would be needed for
parking lots; and, reduced traffic congestion. Use of transit can be
increased by making transit more convenient and comfortable to use.
Accordingly, it is a recommendation of this study to provide better
pedestrian and bicycle connections to transit stops and to construct bus
shelters where appropriate to encourage the use of the regional bus
service.
Typical Cross-Section of Proposal Changes to Main Street –
Vicinity of Cedar Street

Reduced reliance on single-occupant automobile use can also be
effected by creating compact, mixed-use developments, or TND’s (see
Section 4.1), on underutilized properties on or near the corridor. TND’s
would encourage “park-and-walk” behavior. Increasingly, people
prefer to live, work, and conduct business and social activities in
mixed-use districts that are attractive, compact, walkable, have a
human scale, cater to an array of lifestyles, and are alive with a
diversity of activities (business, retail, entertainment, dining, cultural,
mixed-income housing, artist lofts and galleries). These innovative
developments foster sustainable lifestyles and make the use of transit,
walking and biking a convenient, attractive option for building
occupants – residents and office workers alike. TNDs provide better
travel options for its residents and effectuate expansion of the ridership
of current transit services. TND’s can provide the town with new
economic activity while minimizing the impacts of this activity on
highway congestion.
4.2

4. Obtain State funding (and Town matching share) for survey and
Phase I design and construction.
5. Obtain State funding (and Town matching share) for Phase II
design and construction.
4.3

Suggested Phasing of Improvements

4.3.1

Short-Term Improvements

Short-term or Phase I improvements would significantly improve safety
with minimal expenditures. These Phase I improvements should
include: improved crosswalks, better traffic safety signs, pavement
markings for bicycle lanes and on-street parallel parking.
4.3.2

Long-Term Improvements

Long-term or Phase II improvements would include the more costly
construction associated with reconstruction of the street and
streetscape. Specifically, it would include new curbs, new sidewalks,
curb extensions, pedestrian refuge islands, landscaped medians, modern
traffic roundabout, angled parking on Laurel Street, new traffic signals
at Cherry Hill Road and Cedar Street, intersection realignments at
Cherry Hill Road, Bradley/Lincoln Streets, street tree plantings,
pedestrian-scale, ornamental street lighting, bus shelters and signage.
4.4

Order of Magnitude Costs for Preferred Alternative
<Insert Cost Table>

Action Steps

The SCRCOG and CHA recommend the following action steps to
implement the recommendations of this study:
1. Town formally adopts this Conceptual Improvement Plan .
2. Town boards and agencies modify zoning regulations to allow TND
type development as infill development along Main Street.
3. Town petitions the SCRCOG to prioritize the project recommended
in this study as a high priority safety improvement and have them
placed in the regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
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